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Abstract: Cattle slaughterhouse wastewater (CSWW) with an average chemical oxygen demand
(COD) and biochemical oxygen demand of 32,000 mg/L and 17,000 mg/L, respectively, can cause a
severe environmental hazard if discharged untreated. Conventional upflow anaerobic sludge blanket
(UASB) reactor is used in the treatment of slaughterhouse wastewater to meet the discharge standard
limit of wastewater discharge set by the Department of Environment Malaysia (DOE). However, at
higher loading rates the conventional systems are characterized by slow-growing microorganism
resulting in long startup period, surface scum formation, and sludge washout. In this work, the
performance of two laboratory scale (12 L) conventional (R1) and modified (R2) UASB reactors
treating CSWW at mesophilic (36 ± 1 ◦C) condition were investigated. Both reactors were subjected
to increasing organic loading rate (OLR) from 1.75 to 32 g L−1 day−1. The average COD, BOD5,
and TSS removal efficiencies were >90%, at an OLR between 1.75 to 5 g L−1 day−1. The study
revealed that R1 drastically reduced to 50, 53, and 43% with increasing OLR until 16 g L−1 day−1,
whereas R2 maintained 76, 77, and 88% respectively, under the same OLR. Sign of reactor instability
was very much pronounced in R1, showing poorly active Methanosaeta spp., whereas R2 showed a
predominantly active Methanosarcina spp.

Keywords: anaerobic treatment; UASB reactors; wastewater; environment; organic loading rate;
hydraulic retention time

1. Introduction

The demand for effective treatment of high-strength industrial wastewater has increased over
time, due to the effects related to environmental pollution. Cattle slaughterhouses are among the
many food industries that are utilizing a considerable quantity of freshwater and generate a large
volume of wastewater rich in organic contaminants and nutrients [1]. Wastewater produced during
slaughter and cleaning processes usually consists of the animal fats, blood, urine, feces, soil from
hides, soft tissue removed during trimming, and cleaning and sanitizing compounds [2]. Discharge of
untreated slaughterhouse wastewater (SWW), especially in developing countries, constitutes a severe
threat to public health and the environment [3]. Although rivers have natural cleansing capacity,
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the frequent release of such effluent without being adequately treated might overburden the receiving
water body. The volume of water consumption per animal slaughtered varies according to the type
of animals and the process used. Ahmadian et al. [4] and Caixeta et al. [5] reported values between
1.0 to 8.3 m3 and 0.4 to 3.1 m3, respectively. Furthermore, SWW usually contains high chemical
oxygen demand (COD), biological oxygen demand (BOD5), suspended solids (SS), nitrogen, and
phosphorus [6]. Rajab et al. [7] have found that the contaminant concentration have relatively high
COD (3102 ± 688 mg L−1), fats, oil, and grease (FOG) (375 ± 151 mg L−1), suspended solids (SS)
(872 ± 178 mg L−1), total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) (186 ± 27 mg (N) L−1), and total phosphate (PO3−

4)
(76 ± 36 mg L−1). However, the strength could differ from one industry to another, owing to the number
and type of animals slaughtered. Moreover, the high concentration of color and nitrogen in the SWW
could also impede light penetration and encourage algal boom that could lead to eutrophication [8].
Discharge of improperly treated high-strength wastewater has mandated stakeholders at both national
and international levels to intervene. Most of the interventions yield standard rules and regulatory
discharge limit requirements. Malaysia is not an exception to this type of regulations. For instance,
120 mg/L and 200 mg/L are the COD standard A and B acceptable limits allowed for all intending
investors capable of generating wastewater that could be discharged as sewage into the receiving water
body [9]. Conventionally, slaughterhouse wastewater (SWW) treatment methods are similar to current
technologies used in municipal wastewater treatment. These include lagoon and ponds systems,
sedimentation and floatation, coagulation/flocculation, adsorption, membrane technology, dissolve air,
and other advanced oxidation processes [10]. However, several researchers have specifically reported
different methods of slaughterhouse wastewater treatment that works as an entity and a combined
operation. Such work includes aerobic/anaerobic [11–13], fixed-bed reactor [14], anaerobic/aerobic
(An/Ar) system (comprising an anaerobic filter (AF) coupled to anaerobic sequential batch reactor
(SBR)) [15], and fixed-bed granular sludge with/without static activated sludge [16]. But most of
the studies have consistently shown the numerous drawbacks, ranging from a large area of space
requirement, the massive volume of sludge generation, intensive use of energy for aeration, and the
high overall cost of maintenance [10,17].

However, anaerobic digestion using upflow anaerobic sludge blanket reactors (UASB) have now
become a promising technique for the treatment of wastewater from food processing industries [18].
This might be due to its efficiency, flexibility, smaller footprint with less maintenance, and high-quality
effluent. Moreover, the condition at which the UASB reactor operates plays a vital role in the
performance of the bioreactor. For instance, the study of Musa et al. [19] on SWW treatment under
mesophilic temperature (35 ◦C) revealed a COD removal efficiency of 70% at an organic loading
rate of 10 g L−1 day−1. Similarly, Mittal et al. [20] reported a UASB reactor with an average COD
removal efficiency of 80–85% and is very much efficient when operated at an organic loading rate
(OLR) of 2.7–10.8 kg COD m−3 day−1. In another development, slaughterhouse wastewater removal
efficiency of 90% was revealed by Nacheva et al. [21] at a high OLR of 15 kg COD m−3 day−1. Most
interestingly, the UASB reactor operation was carried out at ambient temperature (20.9–25.2 ◦C).
Furthermore, a comparative study between hybrid UASB and anaerobic filter (AF) was revealed by
Rajakumar et al. [22] using poultry wastewater under similar conditions of loading. The result of the
experiment shows a high COD and soluble chemical oxygen demand (SCOD) removal efficiencies
of 80% and 86% in the UASB reactor as compared to 70% COD and 79% SCOD in the AF. However,
reducing hydraulic retention time (HRT) of both reactors from an optimum of 12 h to 10 h resulted in
sludge washout and lower COD removal efficiencies to less than 80% in the UASB and 66% in the AF.

The potential of UASB reactors in the treatment of mainly liquid wastewater was reported at full,
pilot, and laboratory scales. The various types of wastewater tested ranged from the slaughterhouse
wastewater (SWW), dairy, wine distillery, palm oil mill, and municipal wastewater [23]. However,
researchers have consistently reported problems related to high suspended solids—sludge washed out
along with the large population of the microbial community. Also, fats, oil, and grease (FOG) content
of causing harm to human life and the environment. The overall aim is to examine the efficiency of the
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two systems in producing an effluent which is suitable for discharge and use the most effective result
obtained to serve as the basis for UASB bioreactor design in cattle slaughterhouses.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Substrate and Seed Inoculum

The slaughterhouse wastewater used as substrate was collected from a discharge point of abattoir
Shah Alam, in the state of Selangor, Malaysia. The samples were then immediately transported to the
public and environmental health laboratory in the faculty of Engineering, Universiti Putra Malaysia.
The sample was screened to remove larger particles. The COD, BOD5, TSS, alkalinity, color, and
turbidity of the sample were measured and subsequently stored in a refrigerator at 4 ◦C for further
use. Table 1 present the characteristics of raw CSWW. The seed sludge used as inoculum was collected
from a wastewater treatment plant in the faculty of Engineering, Universiti Putra Malaysia. Each
reactor received a total of 6 kg (wet weight) sludge, and the reactors were acclimatized with synthetic
wastewater prepared according to Idrus et al. [24]. The composition of the synthetic wastewater used
was as follows: Full cream milk, 144 mL; ammonium phosphate (NH4)2HPO4, 3.4 g urea, 2.14 g; yeast,
23 g; dried blood, 5.75 g and filled up to 1 L with tap water.

Table 1. Characteristics of the cattle slaughterhouse wastewater (CSWW) used in this study.

Parameters Unit Average Value

pH - 6.9 ± 0.8
Temperature ◦C 27.6 ± 0.5

COD mg/L 32,000 ± 112

BOD5 mg/L 17,158 ± 95

TSS mg/L 22,300 ± 212
VSS mg/L 18,200 ± 182

FOG mg/L 1024 ± 34
TN mg/L 915 ± 18

Protein mg/L 5709.6 ± 18

Color Pt-Co 16,426.8 ± 334

Turbidity FAU 12,500 ± 76

Alkalinity mg/L as CaCO3 582 ± 14

2.2. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 represents the schematic lab scale conventional UASB reactor R1 and the modified UASB
reactor R2 used in this work. The cylindrical shaped UASB reactor columns were made from polyvinyl
chloride (PVC). The reactors working and total volumes are 12 and 14 L. Each reactor, R1 and R2, has a
diameter and height of 12 cm and 60 cm, respectively (Figure 1). A 3-mm synthetic grass was used
vertically from bottom to top, with a height of 210 cm. R2 was equipped with a flat-round PVC mesh as
a separator in the upper portion slightly above the sludge (5.08 cm) which separated the solid sludge
from the liquid, thus preventing washout of the sludge from the reactor. Also, a manual flexible stirrer
was attached to the top of R2 for scum displacement. Both R1 and R2 were fed six times per day using
a dosing pump at a flow rate of 1.2 L/m. The two reactors were partially immersed in a water jacketed
tank at a temperature of 35 ± 1 ◦C. The hydraulic retention time (HRT) of the reactors was maintained
at 24-h HRT during acclimatization and subsequent operational period. The acclimatization period for
R1 lasted for one month and R2 for three weeks with no supplemental addition of nutrient to set the
level for anaerobic digestion. Feeding of the synthetic and CSWW was done from the bottom of the
reactors to allow for sufficient contact between the biologically activated sludge containing microbes
and the CSWW (Influent). After the acclimatization, both reactors were fed with influent COD of
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3500 mg COD L−1 added, which corresponds to an organic loading rate (OLR) of 1.75 g L−1 day−1.
Exclusive feeding of the reactors was achieved after each loading attained a stable state. Feed COD
into the systems was done by reducing the dilution factor of CSWW until undiluted CSWW was fed
into the systems. The feeding was done at an interval of time in 24 h throughout the operational period.
This strategy of feeding was done to enhance smooth digestion and avoid overloading of food to the
microbial population. The pH, influent, and effluent flows were monitored daily.
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Figure 1. The configuration of the conventional and the modified upflow anaerobic sludge blanket
(UASB) reactors setup.

Parameters like COD, BOD5, TSS, pH, FOG, Color, and Turbidity were measured at an interval of
one day, except BOD5 of the reactor’s effluents, which were measured once at every stable state of
organic loading. Table 2 represents the strategy employed during the reactor’s startup and operation.

Table 2. Startup strategy of conventional and modified UASB reactors.

Fixed Parameters Units Value

Temperature ◦C 36 ± 1

HRT day 1

Experimental run Day Feed COD
concentration (g L−1)

Corresponding
OLR (g L−1 day−1)

Dilution
factor

Influent
volume/flow rate

Stage I 1–11 3.5 1.75 9.2 6 L/day
Stage II 11–23 6.0 3 5.4 6 L/day
Stage III 23–35 10 5 3.2 6 L/day
Stage IV 35–47 20 10 1.6 6 L/day
Stage V 47–59 28 14 1.2 6 L/day
Stage VI 59–71 32 16 1 6 L/day

2.3. Analytical Methods

Analyses of the effluent sample from the two reactors were measured at the one-day intervals.
Parameters such as chemical oxygen demand, total suspended solid (TSS), and volatile suspended
solid (VSS) were analyzed according to the standard method for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater APHA [25]. Fats, oil, and grease content were analyzed following the procedure reported
by Cirne et al. [26]. However, TSS samples were filtered through a 0.47 µm filter paper placed on
a vacuum pump before the examination. Other parameters like color, turbidity, and total nitrogen
(TN) were determined using multi-parameter portable calorimeter HACH system (DR 900). The
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methods used for each of these parameters were Platinum-Cobalt Standard Method 8025 for color,
Absorptometric method 8237 for turbidity measurements, and total nitrogen (TN) following persulfate
Digestion Method for TN. The protein content of the wastewater was determined by multiplying TN
by 6.24 [27]. The samples used for color measurements were filtered through 0.47 µm filter paper
at a wavelength of 465 nm, and the blank was distilled water. A pH meter (Mettler-Toledo AG,
Schwarzenbach, Switzerland) was used for daily pH measurement throughout the operation. Also,
the sample sludge from R1 and the synthetic grass used as biofilm in R2 before and after anaerobic
digestion were characterized to see the behavior of the materials. Sample sludge was dried and crushed
to powder form using a mortar and pestle while the synthetic grass was peeled off from the main body
and cut in 1 mm size using a sharp knife. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) was carried out using
(S-3400N SEM HITACHI, Milpitas, CA, USA) to examine the surface morphology of the sludge in the
conventional and modified reactor.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. COD Removal Efficiency

The performance of conventional R1 and modified R2 UASB reactors were operated continuously
for 95 days and evaluated in terms of COD removal at various OLR, as shown in Figure 2. Both
reactors were maintained at 24-h HRT and 36 ± 1 ◦C. The variation of OLR during the whole period
of the study range from 1.75 g L−1 day−1 to 16 g L−1 day−1 and this corresponds to influent COD
range of 3.5 g COD L−1 to 32 g COD L−1. The removal efficiencies of R1 and R2 at steady-state OLR of
5 g L−1 day−1 were >90% on the average. However, with the increase in OLR to 10 g L−1 day−1, the
reactor R1 suffered a severe decline of COD removal to 58% while R2 maintained a significant COD
removal of 95% at a stable state. The setback observed in R1 could be due to shock received by the
microbial community to withstand the change in loading rate. Moreover, the formation scum coupled
with insufficient bacterial population resulted in a decline in the microbial activity of R1 as compared
to R2. The manual scum-displacement stirrer used intermittently vigorously opposed the formation of
surface scum in the R2. Also, the synthetic grass bed in R2 was able to provide sufficient room for
the microbial population to multiply. The average VSS and TSS measured at 10 g L−1 day−1 OLR in
the R1 were 2340.25 and 4269.5 mg/L, and 0.53 was the VSS/TSS ratio within the same phase. This
was the possible reason for the decline in the removal efficiency, while in R2 the ratio was 0.87 on the
average. The subsequent increase in OLR to both reactors further deteriorated the rate of COD removal
efficiency in R1 to an average 50% at OLR 14 and 16 g L−1 day−1, whereas R2 was able to retain the
removal rate of 95%. The resilience of the R2 was ascribed to the high adaptability of the microbial
community to the environment [28]. Furthermore, the studies of Fang and coworkers had shown
that the UASB reactor could maintain a stable process once the operation is within the normal OLR
boundaries which range between 1.5 and 16.0 kg COD m−3 day−1 [29,30]. Consequently, the evaluation
of the two experimental results indicates that the modified UASB reactor showed excellent efficiency
at reducing COD as compared to conventional UASB. Similar wastewater treatment was previously
reported in the literature [31,32] using a UASB reactor. However, the results obtained were lower as
compared to the modified reactor in this study. In general, the increase in OLR and maintaining 24-h
HRT for both reactors negatively affected R1, whereas R2 was able to withstand high OLR with quality
effluent at HRT of one day.
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Figure 2. Comparison of chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal efficiencies of R1 and R2.

3.2. Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD5) Removal

Figure 3 illustrates the influent BOD5 concentration at various OLR with the respective BOD5

removal efficiency pattern of the R1 and R2. Despite the significant fluctuation in the influent BOD5

concentration of the CSWW, the characteristic of the effluent in R1 and R2 at influent OLR of 5 g L−1

day−1 was quite good. The average BOD5 removal efficiency of R1 at 1.75 g L−1 day−1 was 87%, and
62% at the higher OLR of 16 g L−1 day−1. For R2, the BOD5 removal efficiency stood at 95% and 84% at
1.75 g L−1 day−1 and 16 g L−1 day−1, respectively. This trend of BOD5 removals in R1 corresponds to
the pattern of COD removal efficiency as shown in Figure 2, in which the COD removal drastically
declined under shock loading due to the change in OLR from 10 to 16 g L−1 day−1. A similar trend of
BOD5 and COD removal efficiencies was reported in the literature [33,34]. Although, the BOD5 result
of Mustapha et al. [34] does not change drastically as the BOD5 does in R1. Furthermore, the study of
Sreekanth et al. [35] also reveals a reduction of BOD5 similar to COD, which declined as a result of
the shock loading. Consequently, the drop in the COD removal of R1 at 10 and 16 g L−1 day−1 OLR
affected the BOD5 removal in the same phase and was transmitted to the subsequent stages of R1.
This phenomenon could be due to inhibition of biomass activity at high concentration. However, the
modified R2 yielded an effluent with high COD removal which, in turn, contributed significantly to
achieving high BOD5 removal of the system.
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3.3. TSS Removal Profile

Effluent total suspended solids (TSS) concentrations of R1 and R2 were measured to know the
insoluble organic matter present in the treated CSWW after one day. The TSS parameters are among
the many parameters that were used in analyzing the reactor’s performance at various OLR and
one-day HRT. Figure 4 depicts the TSS removal concentration of the treated CSWW effluents. Both
reactors R1 and R2 demonstrated high TSS removal efficiencies of 90% and 92% at OLR of 1.75 on the
average, and this OLR corresponds to influent COD of 3.5 g L−1. An average of 95% was achieved at
5 g L−1 day−1 corresponding to 10 g L−1 influent COD in both reactors. The excellent performance
of the systems between 1.75 and 5 g L−1 day−1 OLR is an indication of sufficient microbial growth
and good hydraulic contact between the substrates and the biomass. However, a sudden dropped
in TSS removal efficiency was observed in R1 at 10 g L−1 day−1 OLR. During this period, the ratio
of VSS/TSS became 0.5 on average, thus indicating insufficiency of the microbial population within
the system. On the other hand, R2 maintained an average TSS removal of 92%, 91%, and 88% at the
loading rates of 10, 14, and 16 g L−1 day−1, respectively. Likewise, the VSS/TSS in these phases was 0.87,
0.8, and 0.68, respectively, thus showing good microbial growth. It can be deduced that the reactor R1
suffered from a great shock with the increment of OLR, while its counterpart R2 showed a consistently
steady-state performance. The performances of R2 further reveals a self-regulatory capability inherent
in the biological system, making it possible for the microbial consortium to acclimate itself to the
increasing OLR. The experiment of Sreekanth et al. [35] demonstrated similar behavior of TSS removal.
However, their system was able to regain stabilization after reduction of OLR. But in this case, the
OLR could not be reduced in R1 since the objective was to compare the performance between the
conventional and the modified UASB reactors subjected to the same OLR, COD, and HRT.
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3.4. Fats, Oil, And Grease (FOG) Removal

Slaughterhouse wastewater is considered as high-strength waste stream, because of the oil, grease,
and protein content that make it difficult to achieve high treatment performance using anaerobic
digestion [36]. One major concern with this type of waste in an anaerobic digester is that at higher
organic loading rates, FOG may cause significant digester foaming [37]. Jeganathan et al. [38] observed
that FOG accumulation led to digester foaming and reduced degradation in an upflow anaerobic
sludge blanket (UASB) reactor at a loading rate of 5 kg COD/m3d. The effect of fats, oil, and grease
removal efficiencies of the R1 and R2 is shown in Figure 5. The influent contained a high content
of FOG and total protein (Table 1) which are the main components of this type of wastewater. The
FOG removal efficiencies at 1.75, 3, and 5 g L−1 day−1 were 89%, 81%, and 74% in R1, while R2
presented 90%, 90%, and 84%, respectively. These results demonstrate that the two reactors were
well adapted with biomass concentration. However, at a loading rate of 10 g L−1 day−1, the process
appeared inhibitory in R1 as indicated in Figure 5. The reduction in the FOG removal of R1 could be
attributed to the sudden change of OLR beyond the biomass degradation capacity, and this resulted in
the accumulation of long-chain fatty acids (LCFAs). The efficiency of R2 slightly reduced, but not as
significantly as R1, since the reduction was only from 84–73%, while R1 reduced to 48% from 74% at
the same OLR concentration. Moreover, the increase in OLR to 14 g L−1 day−1 and subsequently to
16 g L−1 day−1 further deteriorated R1 to 42% and 34%, while R2 stood at 65% and 54% on average,
with very little or no foaming; further, biomass washout was observed in the R2. Hence, the modified
UASB reactor R2 was more robust than conventional R1. Alves et al. [39] suggest that the pattern of
degradation observed in R1 was mainly due to the inhibition of propionate degradation by LCFAs
and the inhibition of hydrolysis by a high propionate concentration. Furthermore, some studies have
also shown that reactor failure is mainly due to the inhibition of methanogens and acetogens [40,41].
The inhibition process occurs when the LCFAs disappear from the solution and accumulates in solid
biomass within 24 h and are subsequently adsorbed into the membrane/cell wall of bacteria which
damages the microbial cell transport function or protective function [8].
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3.5. pH

A functional anaerobic digestion system depends on the buffering capacity and the degree
of adaptation of the microorganisms [19]. The high protein and lipid content of slaughterhouse
wastewater makes it a challenging substrate for degradation by the microbial consortium. pH is an
important parameter that defines the stability and performance of the anaerobic digestion processes [42].
The degradation of the substrate during anaerobic digestion largely depends on three phases namely
hydrolysis, acidogenesis, and methanogenesis [43]. In anaerobic digestion, microorganisms have a
working range of pH. Methanogens are sensitive to pH between 6.5 and 7.5 and have optimal pH
of between 7.0 and 7.2 [44,45]. Figure 6 shows the effluent pH pattern of the convention R1 and
the modified R2 UASB reactors treating the CSWW. The pH of the R1 was around 6.7 on average,
while R2 was 6.8 and 7 at OLR 1.75, 3, and 5 g L−1 day−1 respectively. Subsequently, increasing the
concentration of substrate COD to 10 g L−1 day−1 resulted to decrease in the pH of R1 to 6.2, while
that of R2 maintained a neutral state. The behavior of R1 could be the result of volatile fatty acids
(VFA) accumulation in the system beyond the microbial consumption. But, R2 depicts a system with
a sufficient buffering capacity in which the VFAs were consumed by the microbial population. The
pH of R1 further decreased to 5.7 and 5.2 at 14 and 16 g L−1 day−1 OLR and further deteriorated the
performance of R1 to the lowest level.
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3.6. Color Removal Efficiency

Color measurements were reported as a true and apparent color, based on the APHA platinum-
cobalt standard method using DR 900 portable calorimeter. The UV-visible spectra in influents and
effluents were measured to identify the spectral changes. Color removal in a UASB reactor is usually
the result of adsorption of the red pigment into the sludge, followed by biodegradation processes
by anaerobic consortium bacteria. Figure 7 depicts the variation in color removal efficiency of the
two UASB reactors (R1 and R2) with the same conditions of OLR and HRT. Decolorization efficiency
increased from 90–91% in R1 and 91–97% in R2 at OLR 1.75–3 g L−1 day−1. Increasing the influent
concentration to 5 g L−1 day−1 OLR decreased the rate of decolorization to 83% in R1 and 85% in
R2. The subsequent increase in loading rate drastically affected the removal efficiency of R1 to 53%
while R2 remained at 76%. Moreover, the removal efficiency continued to decrease with the increase
in color-rich influent concentration until the efficiency of R1, on average, became 38% in the highest
OLR. Also, with the stepwise increase of recalcitrant compound to R2, a similar trend of reduction was
observed. However, R2 was able to record an average of more than 50% removal at the highest OLR.
The high color removal in the efficiency at the beginning of the continuous operation seems to be due
to adsorption/biodegradation on to the sludge. The modified UASB reactor R2 was well-adapted with
anaerobic bacteria consortium, and this could be the reason for the high substrate degradability that
resulted in high-quality effluent in terms of color removal as against R1.
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3.7. Turbidity Removal

In evaluating the performance of wastewater treatment systems, turbidity is among the most
important parameters considered in this work. Figure 8 portrays the removal efficiency of turbidity
from the R1 and R2. The turbidity removal was significantly high at loading rates of 1.75, 3, and
5 g L−1 day−1, and this corresponds to an average of 92, 92, and 75% in R1, and 96, 94, and 90% in R2.
However, a further increase in organic loading rate to 10 g L−1 day−1, corresponding to 20 g L−1 COD,
resulted in a decrease in the turbidity removal efficiency to an average of 41% in R1 and 81% in R2.
The drastic reduction in R1 was a result of aggressive shock received by the microbial population due
to the continuous loading of organic matter, and thus limits the treatment efficiency of the system.
Furthermore, the inefficiency of the reactor R1 to achieve high turbidity removal is an indication of the
fact that part of the reactor volume was operating as a “dead zone”, decreasing the contact between
the influent substrate and the active microbial population. However, the immobilization of biomass
in R2 coupled with intermittent stirring was responsible for degrading the wastewater to >80% at
10 g L−1 day−1 OLR. Moreover, the middle perforated flat sheet PVC attached with synthetic grass in
the R2 is an important part of the reactor design that was responsible for retaining maximum sludge
from washout and ensuring smooth flow of effluent out of the reactor.
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3.8. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Analysis

The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images were observed in granules before and after
treatment to find out the changes of the microbial community in the systems. Figure 9a,b represents
the surface morphology of the sludge in R1 before and after contact with the CSWW, while Figure 9c,d
showed the synthetic grass packing media in R2 before and after contact with CSWW. Rod-like
structures with bigger pores were observed in Figure 9b, and this is an indication of the presence of
methanosaeta. These microorganisms typically occurred in pairs and were often enmeshed in flocs of
filaments. In reactor R2, an evenly distributed coccoid-shaped archaeal species was observed on the
synthetic grass media surface which represents the typical characteristics of Methanosarcina spp. [46].
The morphology of the image in Figure 9b showed poorly active Methanosaeta spp., and these could be
due to volatile acids and soluble microbial products (SMP) which accumulate and exceed the reactor
buffering capacity.

Furthermore, the poor performance of the R1 could also be due to the overloading of the fat-rich
wastewater that resulted in low pH and triggered a high concentration of volatile acids [47]. Moreover,
the Methanosaeta spp. in R1 seems inactive, and this was due to the presence of high concentration of
acetate. Furthermore, Methanosarcina species can achieve stable growth at high organic loading rates
(OLR) and high levels of ammonium and acetate. In contrast, high ammonium concentrations and
elevated acetate levels were reported to suppress the growth of Methanosaeta species [48,49]. But, the
reason for diversification of Methanosarcina species in R2 was due to the high maximum specific growth
rate (µmax) and high half-saturation coefficient (KS) making it possible to utilize acetate, formate, H2,
and CO2 for their growth, while Methanosaeta species have a low µmax and low KS value [50].
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Figure 9. The SEM image of a conventional UASB reactor R1 before (a) and after (b), and a modified
UASB R2 reactor before (c) and after (d) contact with CSWW.

3.9. Overall Performance Study of the Conventional and Modified UASB Reactors

The overall average performance of the conventional and modified UASB reactors is listed in
(Table 3). The runs in both reactors were aimed to examine the effect of a change in OLR at a constant
hydraulic retention time of 24 h. The change of OLR to both reactors corresponds to changes in COD
and TSS concentration as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Results of the average performance study of the conventional (R1) and modified (R2) UASB reactor.

Fixed Parameter

Parameter

Temperature 35 ◦C

HRT 24 h

Parameters at Steady State Stage

Run Duration
(weeks)

Influent
COD

(g/Lday−1)

OLR
(g/Lday−1)

HRT
(h)

Average
COD

Removal (%)

BOD5
Removal

Efficiency (%)

Average
TSS Removal

(%)

Average FOG
Removal (%) Average pH

Average
Color

Removal
(%)

Average
Turbidity
Removal

(%)

R1,R2 R1,R2 R1,R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2

I 2 3.5 1.75 24 92 93 93 95 90 92 89 90 6.7 6.8 91 93 92 96
II 2 6 3 24 91 93 94 97 92 94 81 90 6.7 6.8 94 97 92 94
III 2 10 5 24 90 94 93 98 95 95 74 84 6.7 7.0 83 85 75 90
IV 2 20 10 24 54 95 71 95 56 92 48 73 6.2 7.0 52 76 41 81
V 2 28 14 24 50 73 61 77 44 91 42 65 5.7 6.9 41 60 35 72
VI 2 32 16 24 50 67 62 75 43 88 34 54 5.2 7.1 38 54 30 66
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During the comparative study, the OLR ranged from 1.75 g L−1 day−1 to 16 g L−1 day −1,
corresponding to 3500 mg COD L−1 to 32,000 mg COD L−1 COD. Based on the runs I, II, and III in
Table 3, the increases in OLR from 1.75, 3, and 5 g L−1 day −1 in both reactors showed a fluctuating
trend in the COD and TSS removal efficiencies. However, the overall COD removals remained stable
in R2 when the OLR increased to 10 g L−1 day −1 (run IV). Subsequently, increasing OLR to run IV
caused a massive decline of COD and TSS removal in R1, while R2 remained stable, with 95% and 92%
on the average. On the other hand, the overall BOD5 removal efficiency of the systems follows the
trend of COD removal with average values of >90% for all the reactors at BOD5 runs in I–III Table 3.
The decrease in the reactor performance, particularly in R1 at a higher OLR, was mainly due to an
imbalance of the microbial population. According to Zhou et al. [51], granules formed more rapidly at
high OLR. Therefore, modifying the reactor by providing a suitable environment for the microbes to
strive better at a higher OLR is necessary when dealing with high-strength wastewater. The pH of the
effluents in both reactors was significantly within the stable anaerobic digestion condition in runs I–III.
However, with the increase in organic loading rate as shown in run IV, Table 3, the pH of R1 declined
to an average of 6.2, whereas R2 maintained within a neutral (7) state. These implied that the microbial
populations in R1 were not sufficient to consume the accumulated VFA, and thus resulted in inhibition.

Further increases in OLR, in the runs I–VI, resulted in decreases in pH of R1 to 5.7 and 5.2, but R2
remained at 6.9 and 7, on average, indicating a neutral state. Color is an important parameter to be
considered during CSWW effluent discharge. The overall color removal efficiencies of the reactors
were >90% at run I and >80% in run II, as seen in Table 3. Based on the results in Table 3, it was
concluded that the color effluent quality of R1 and R2 decreased with increase in OLR, although the
quality of R1 significantly reduced as compared to R2, which remained at an average >50% at the
maximum OLR of 16 g L−1 day−1. Similarly, turbid effluent is also an indication of the presence of
dissolved and suspended particles. Based on the results shown Table 3, R1 was highly characterized
by a massive reduction in the reactor performance during run IV, V, and VI and thus, resulted in high
turbid effluent which was due to the scum formation and the resulting sludge washout. The work of
Halalsheh et al. [52] revealed that high organic loading at short HRT promotes scum formation, and oil
and grease will tend to adsorb on the sludge. The case is entirely different in reactor R2; this is because
no sludge washed out and very little or no scum formed in R2. These could be due to the presence of
the middle-perforated flat PVC sheet attached with the synthetic grass slightly above the sludge level
(2 inches) in the reactor (Figure 1), preventing sludge washout and subsiding the suspended solids.
Another important observation made in both reactors was the presence of fats, oil, and grease. The
high occurrence of scum in R1 at OLR 10 g L−1 day −1 is an indication of FOG with high lipid content.
This case is more severe in R1 than R2, as shown in Figure 5 and Table 3.

Moreover, Musa et al. [53] showed that lower HRT gives room for shorter contact time between
microorganisms and substrate and therefore might pave the way for a part of influent COD leaving the
reactor without proper treatment. However, Halalsheh et al. [52] suggest that longer retention time
could reduce the scum formation of a system as lipid removal was better achieved at longer HRT. From
the results of the performance of the two reactors it was noticed that the high loading rate coupled
with insufficiency of microbial population resulted in the decrease in efficiency of R1 at some points,
but the modified UASB reactor achieved better and more efficient output under the same conditions of
organic loading and HRT.

4. Conclusions

The examination of the conventional (R1) and the modified (R2) UASB reactors demonstrates
that both reactors had comparably high COD removal efficiencies, being >90% on the average, at a
loading rate of 5 g L−1 day −1 corresponding to 10,000 mg/L COD. On further increase of organic
load to both reactors, the modified UASB reactor R2 exhibited high organic-matter removal efficiency
accompanied by steady performance and shock loading tolerance as compared to R1. This is because a
higher amount of granulated biomass was retained in R2 and this improves the overall performance
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of the R2 as against R1. Furthermore, the reactor R2 showed the capability of handling OLR up to
16 g L−1 day −1 corresponding to 32 COD g L−1. The drastic decline of the reactor R1 at 10 g L−1 day −1

OLR resulted in low removal efficiencies of the target parameters, and this affected all the subsequent
stages of OLR. However, the optimum organic matter removal efficiency of the R2 was found at
10 g L−1 day −1 at 24 h HRT. Therefore, the configuration of R2 enhanced sludge stability and tolerated
the shock loading occurrence by handling organic loading rate up to 16 g L−1 day −1 better than the
conventional reactor R1. Nonetheless, HRT of one day was not sufficient enough to degrade the waste
to 90% efficiency at the highest OLR of 16 g L−1 day −1 in R2 and as such the system will also require
a minimum of two days to achieve a higher percentage of organic matter removal to comply with
the discharge standard limits set by the department of environment (DOE) Malaysia. Future work
will focus on the optimization and scale-up analysis of the modified UASB reactor to facilitate the
implementation at a commercial scale.
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